Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is regarded as the prodromal stage of dementia disorders, such as Alzheimer's disease (AD).
INTRODUCTION
Alzheimer's disease (AD) is the most common form of dementia. The clinical tradition has been that AD cannot be diagnosed until dementia is present. In recent years, however, interest in identifying dementia disorders early in the course of the disease has increased. In these efforts the concept of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) has attracted attention and become the target of a number of studies-. (Grundman et al., 2004; Morris et al., 2001; Petersen et al., 1999; Ritchie et al., 2001) . MCI is conceptualized as the boundary or transitional state between normal brain aging and dementia. In most studies MCI has been considered the prodromal stage of AD, and consequently characterized by memory impairment (Morris et al., 2001; Petersen, 2000; Storandt et al., 2002) . The conversion rate of MCI to AD has been reported to be 10-15% per year (Morris et al., 2001; Petersen, 2000) . There have, however, also been reports suggesting that MCI is a heterogeneous condition in which several types of cognitive impairment is present, memory impairment not necessarily being the most dominant characteristic (Busse et al., 2006; Nordlund et al., 2005) . According to the most recent recommendations, MCI criteria include the following: (i) the person is neither normal nor demented; (ii) there is evidence of cognitive deterioration both objectively and subjectively, and (iii) activities of daily living are preserved and complex instrumental functions are either intact or minimally impaired (Winblad et al., 2004) . There is as of yet no generally accepted method to determine if a patient with MCI has incipient AD (i.e. will progress to AD with dementia, or have a benign form of MCI without progression).
The neuropsychological profile of incipient AD (i.e., the form of MCI preceding AD with dementia) has been described in a number of studies (Bozoki et al., 2001; Morris et al., 2001; Petersen, 2000; Petersen et al., 1999) . Although the focus of these studies has been memory impairment, mild impairment in other cognitive domains also has been reported (Bozoki et al., 2001; Petersen et al., 1999; Ritchie et al., 2001) . According to some studies, the risk of AD is significantly increased when multiple cognitive domains are impaired (Bozoki et al., 2001; Guarch et al., 2004; Rasquin et al., 2004) . In these studies, subjects with memory impairment alone were few and progressed to dementia at a slower rate than did subjects with other types of cognitive impairment. Some studies have come to differing conclusions. According to one, patients at highest risk for AD were those who in addition to memory impairment showed deficits in the language (naming) domain (Blackwell et al., 2004) , whereas another study found that naming tests were not useful when diagnosing MCI and AD (Testa et al., 2004) . In another study the conclusion was that patients with executive impairment were at highest risk for AD (Albert et al., 2001) . Comparing studies with different patient samples and neuropsychological batteries gives a slightly contradictory impression, which emphasizes the importance of a comprehensive neuropsychological examination when assessing individuals at risk for AD.
Because AD is restricted to the brain, the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is an obvious source for biochemical markers for AD. The CSF is in direct contact with the extracellular space of the brain; hence biochemical changes in the brain affect the composition of CSF. Biochemical markers should reflect the central pathogenetic processes, (e.g., the neuronal degeneration and the increased number of plaques and tangles). Since 1995, two CSF biochemical markers for AD have emerged, total-tau (T-tau) and amyloid-b42 (Ab42) (Andreasen et al., 2003) . Tau protein is located in the neuronal axons and the concentration of T-tau in the CSF probably reflects the intensity of neuronal degeneration in chronic neurodegenerative disorders (Blennow, 2004b) . Ab42 is the major component of senile plaques. The decreased level of Ab42 in the CSF in AD may be caused by deposition of Ab42 in plaques, with lower levels being transported to CSF (Blennow, 2004a) . In the last few years increased levels of tau and decreased levels of Ab42 have been used to predict AD in MCI subjects with some success (Andreasen et al., 2003; Hansson et al., 2006; Ivanoiu & Sindic, 2005) . One conceivable way of increasing the prognostic specificity of MCI as a preliminary stage of AD is to link findings in CSF to the neuropsychological profiles in MCI. In two studies on MCI, the relation between CSF biomarkers and neuropsychological findings was examined (Ivanoiu & Sindic, 2005; Schoonenboom et al., 2005) . Both studies found elevated T-tau concentrations primarily to be associated with poor performance on episodic memory tests, whereas decreased Ab42 concentrations were associated with poorer general neuropsychological performance. The objective of this study was to compare the neuropsychological profiles of MCI subjects with normal concentrations of total tau and Ab42 in CSF to MCI subjects with increased and decreased concentrations of these biomarkers.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects and Diagnostic Procedure
The study was approved by the local ethics committee. Between May 2000 and December 2005, 330 subjects were included in the Göteborg MCI study. The distribution of diagnoses and further subclassifications are illustrated in Fig. 1 . The majority (about 304) of the subjects was referred by their general practitioners or a specialist to our clinic, whereas about 104 came to our clinic on their own initiative; they experienced cognitive decline and contacted our clinic for an examination. The distribution of diagnoses was as follows: MCI 69%, mildAD 16%, mild vascular dementia (VaD) 10%, other (unspecified dementia, frontotemporal dementia, and primary progressive aphasia) 5%. Subjects with major depressive and other severe psychiatric disorders were excluded, whereas subjects with minor depressive symptoms and mild anxiety were not. The diagnosis of MCI was made in congruence with the most recent recommendations (Winblad et al., 2004) . MCI was diagnosed by means of medical history and checklists for cognitive symptoms: stepwise comparative status analysis (STEP) for basic cognitive symptoms, cognitive variables 13-20 (memory disturbance; disorientation; reduced abstract thinking; visuospatial disturbance; poverty of language; sensory aphasia; visual agnosia; apraxia) (Wallin et al., 1996) , I-Flex, which is a short form of the Executive Interview (EXIT) (Royall et al., 1992) , for frontal lobe symptoms (items number-letter task; word fluency; anomalous sentence repetition; interference task; Luria hand sequences; counting task), mini mental status examination (MMSE) (Folstein et al., 1975) and clinical dementia rating (CDR) (Morris, 1997) , a global measure of functioning. The information for CDR was gathered from the subject and an informant. For inclusion, subjective and objective (verified by an informant) anamnestic evidence for progressive cognitive impairment for more than 6 months was required. Furthermore, objective cognitive symptoms according to STEP, I-Flex, MMSE and0or CDR were required. Subjects without symptoms according to the checklists were not included, because their cognitive impairment was considered too benign. Neither were subjects with more than two symptoms on STEP and0or a score below 25 on MMSE, because they were considered to fulfil the criteria for dementia.
Out of the 330 subjects included in the study, 228 fulfilled the criteria for a clinical diagnosis of MCI. In order to identify subjects with incipient primary degenerative dementia, usuallyAD, a tentative diagnosis of primary degenerative MCI was made at the occurrence of symptoms of MCI, no more Neuropsychology of MCI with Alzheimer-typical CSF 583 than one vascular risk factor without complications and no or insignificant findings on brain imaging.All subjects underwent brain MRI scans, which were evaluated by experienced neuroradiologists. For primary degenerative MCI only insignificant (5mild) white matter changes on a 4-grade scale (Scheltens et al., 1998) and0or few lacunes (,3) or absence of cerebrovascular changes were allowed. Subjects with vascular disease (arterial hypertension, cardiac insufficiency, angina pectoris, cardiac rhythm disturbance, cardiac infarction, TIA, stroke, hyperlipidemia, diabetes mellitus, or peripheral vessel disease) and significant (5moderate or severe) white matter changes0several lacunes and0or signs of infarctions according to visually assessed brain imaging were considered MCI of vascular aetiology. Out of the 228 MCI subjects 64% (146) were considered primary degenerative MCI and 36% as MCI of vascular aetiology. As the focus of this study is biomarkers associated with AD, the MCI subjects with vascular disease were excluded from the study. For further analyses, the MCI subjects were subclassified according to the subtypes suggested by Petersen (2004) : amnestic MCI (isolated memory impairment), multidomain amnestic MCI (memory and other domain[s] impaired), multidomain non-amnestic MCI, and single domain non-memory MCI.
Fifty healthy controls were included in the study. They were mainly recruited from senior citizen organisations and via information meetings on dementia. A few controls were spouses of subjects in the study. Inclusion criteria for controls were that they should be physically and mentally healthy and not experience or exhibit any cognitive impairment. All controls were thoroughly interviewed about their somatic and mental health by a research nurse before inclusion in the study.
Cerebrospinal Fluid Analysis
CSF samples were collected in polypropylene tubes, and were stored at 2808C pending biochemical analyses, without being thawed and re-frozen. CSF samples were taken at baseline in all MCI cases and controls. CSF T-tau was determined using a sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) constructed to measure total tau (Blennow et al., 1995) . CSF Ab42 was determined using an ELISA constructed to measure Ab42 (Andreasen et al., 1999) .
Neuropsychological Assessment Instruments
Following recommendations by the American Academy of Neurology (AAN) (1996), our neuropsychological examination comprised tests of speed and attention, learning and episodic memory, visuospatial, language and executive functions (Table 1) . Within each cognitive domain several aspects of function was assessed, in order to obtain an as complete a picture as possible of the cognitive status of the subjects. 
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The neuropsychological test battery presented in Table 1 has been described in detail previously (Nordlund et al., 2005) . A few tests may be less well known than the others: the Visual Object and Space Perception (VOSP) Silhouettes sub test consists of 30 silhouettes-15 animals and 15 everyday objects-of increasing difficulty and has been used to assess brain injury in general (Rapport et al., 1998) and also to distinguish mild AD from normal aging (Binetti et al., 1996) . The Assessment of Subtle Language Deficits (ASLD) repetition sub test is a test of language comprehension and repetition. It consists of 10 sentences of increasing length and complexity, which the subject is to repeat. In Parallel Serial Mental Operations (PaSMO) the subject is asked to rattle off the alphabet stating the number of the letter after each letter, i.e. A-1-B-2-C-3 . . . , and thus it is considered a measure of mental control and tracking.
Neuropsychological Assessment Procedure
The tests were administered in a standardised sequence and the testing was divided into 2 sessions of 1-2 hours. Verbal tests were varied with nonverbal in each session. The test sequence was also decided on the consideration of risk of contamination on the memory tests. Hence, no test with content, which could affect performance on a memory test, was administered between immediate and delayed recall.
Statistical Analysis
The comparison of occurrence of APOE4 allele was made with a chi-square test. Several neuropsychological test variables were found to be skewed and were rescaled as appropriate to approximate normality before being entered in the statistical calculations. The data are presented as means 6 standard deviation of the raw data. Demographic data were calculated with ANOVA. Because of differences in age and education between the MCI groups, those variables were entered as covariates in the statistical analyses of neuropsychological data, and group comparisons were made with ANCOVA (SPSS). Multiple comparisons were adjusted for with Sidak correction. In addition, the upper level of false significances was calculated (Eklund & Seeger, 1965 ) and expected to be 1,8, which means that fewer than 2 of the significant tests were the results of coincidence, and that the significant differences are to be considered true. Principal components analysis (PCA; SIMCA-P 10.0) was performed on the data from the test battery (i.e., including all 22 test variables) (Eriksson et al., 2002) . Significance of the model was determined by cross validation. The PCA resulted in one significant latent variable that summarized the constituent neuropsychological test variables. The composite score of each subject is considered to express the general level of neuropsychological performance. As an index of effect size in the parametric statistical tests we report Eta-squared (h 2 ), which can vary between 0 and 1.
RESULTS
Data from 146 consecutive MCI subjects of primary aetiology together with data from 50 gender matched controls were analyzed. The control group, (65 6 6 years) was significantly older than the MCI group (62 6 7 years), p 5 .035. There was no difference as to gender distribution; both groups consisted of 46% males. The controls scored significantly higher on MMSE, 29.3 6 1.0, than the MCI group, 28.5 6 1.3 ( p , .001). There was no significant difference as to formal education: controls 11.4 6 2.4 years, MCI 12.0 6 3.4 years. The CSF total tau of the control group was 291 6 102 pg0mL, which was significantly lower than in the MCI group, 416 6 328 pg0mL ( p , .001). The CSF Ab42 of the control group was 7506 224 pg0mL, which was significantly higher than in the MCI group, 622 6 197 pg0mL ( p 5 .001). Using the 0.90 fractile of the control group values as a cut off, (Chemistry, 1987 ) 40% of the MCI subjects had high T-tau concentrations (.405 pg0mL) and 26% low Ab42 concentrations (,465 pg0mL). Seventy-three (50%) of the consecutive MCI subjects of primary aetiology were found to have normal concentrations of CSF T-tau and Ab42 (MCI-norm). There was considerable overlap between the subjects with elevated T-tau 
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and low Ab42; 23 subjects had high T-tau and low Ab42 concentrations, 35 had only high T-tau and 15 only low Ab42, as seen in Fig. 1 . The subjects were also genotyped for Apolipoprotein E (APOE), which has 3 major alleles, APOE2, APOE3, and APOE4. APOE4 is a known risk factor not only for AD, but also for generally impaired cognitive function and atherosclerosis (Stojakovic et al., 2004; Wehling et al., 2007) . The groups differed significantly in terms of incidence of APOE4: 22 (30%) of the MCI-norm subjects had an APOE4 allele, whereas 42 (57%) of those with AD-typical biomarkers had an APOE4 allele ( p 5 .001).
We began our analyses by comparing the subjects with deviating results in CSF (MCI-dev) to those with normal results (MCI-norm) and controls. As seen in Table 2 , the groups did not differ regarding general intellectual capacity, as assessed with "Raven's Coloured Matrices." The MCInorm group was significantly younger and better educated, whereas controls and MCI-dev did not differ on those variables.
The weighted average (PCA) score indicates that the controls performed overall better than MCI-norm, who in turn performed better than MCI-dev. After adjustment for multiple comparisons there were significant differences between controls and MCI-norm on 7 of the 22 neuropsychological test variables; controls performed better on one speed and attention, one visuospatial, 2 language, and 3 executive tests. The differences between controls and MCI- We continued our analyses by grouping the MCI-dev subjects into three groups, one with only high T-tau (MCI-tau), N 5 35, one with only low Ab42 (MCI-Ab), N 5 15, and the last with both high T-tau and low Ab42 (MCI-tauAb), N 5 23. MCI-tauAb tended to perform slightly worse than the two other groups, but there were few statistically significant differences after adjustment for multiple comparisons. MCI-tau performed significantly better than MCI-Ab on a language test, and MCI-tau performed significantly better than MCI-tauAb on 3 tests; one speed and attention, one memory, and one language test, as seen in Table 3 .
We further continued the analyses by subclassifying the 146 MCI subjects into the four types of MCI suggested by Petersen in 2004. We did this by setting a cut off for each test at 1.5 standard deviations below the mean of age appropriate controls, in order to establish a level of low performance for age, and thus approximate the prevalent MCI criteria. We then calculated the proportion of subjects exhibiting impairment on one or more tests within each cognitive domain. As seen in Table 4 , the most common MCI subtype was the multidomain amnestic (memory impairment and other cognitive impairment), followed by multidomain nonamnestic. The rarest subtype was the amnestic, and 20 subjects (14%) did not exhibit any significant impairment as compared to age norms. Table 4 also shows that the majority of the two multidomain subtype MCI subjects, 59%, had high T-tau and0or low Ab42 concentrations, whereas only 33% of the amnestic and 28% of the single domain non-memory groups had deviating concentrations. In fact, those proportions were smaller than the proportion in the "no impairment" group, 50%.
DISCUSSION
Our objective was to compare the neuropsychological profiles of MCI subjects with normal concentrations of T-tau and Ab42 in CSF to the profiles of MCI subjects with high concentrations of T-tau and low concentrations of Ab42. We found significant overall neuropsychological differences between controls and both MCI groups. Further, we found significant differences between MCI subjects with normal concentrations of the biomarkers (MCI-norm) and those with high T-tau and0or low Ab42 (MCI-dev), most clearly on tests of episodic memory and speed0attention. This would suggest that deficits in these cognitive domains are the most crucial deficits in MCI subjects who probably are in the prodromal stages of AD.
When MCI-norm, MCI subjects without vascular disease and biomarkers associated with AD were compared to healthy controls, the neuropsychological differencesalthough some significant-were strikingly small. On memory tests the results were almost identical, and on the speed and attention tests very similar. On two language tests, however, there were highly significant differences and on three executive tests significant differences. On the language and executive tests a small number of MCI-norm subjects performed poorly. One possible explanation is that poor performance on language tests was because of prodromal Primary Progressive Aphasia or Semantic Dementia, and on the executive tests because of prodromal frontotemporal Table 3 . MCI groups with high T-t (MCI-t), low Ab42 (MCI-Ab), and both high T-tau and low Ab42 (MCI-tAb) 
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or Lewy Body dementia. Most subjects also experienced stress in their every day lives. Were they stressed because of poor cognitive function, or did they perform poorly due to stress? Stress is known to cause executive problems, thus some of the executive symptoms in the MCI-norm group may have been caused by stress. Still it would seem that the majority of MCI subjects who had no signs of vascular or biochemical abnormalities showed very mild cognitive deficits and performed more like healthy persons. This was also illustrated by the weighted average (PCA) composite score, on which the difference between controls and MCInorm was clearly smaller than between MCI-norm and MCI-dev.
The fact that almost all MCI subjects attended our clinic because of memory complaints makes the results of the MCI-norm group surprising; a large proportion of the subjects with memory complaints performed within the normal range on episodic memory tests. The results from the subclassification by MCI type also illustrate this: a minority, 38%, belonged to the amnestic groups and the purely amnestic group was small. One possible explanation for this is that the memory tests lack ecological validity (i.e., they do not measure the kind of memory trouble the subjects experience in their everyday lives). In fact, many subjects described memory problems, which could be characterized as prospective memory problems; remembering what to do in the future rather than remembering the past. Prospective memory is considered to have a distinct executive component (Fish et al., 2007) , which would agree with the differences between controls and MCI-norm on the executive tests. Another explanation could be that many subjects think of language (naming) problems as trouble remembering words (i.e., memory problems).
When the MCI-dev group is compared to controls, it appears quite heterogeneous, there are significant differences in all cognitive domains. The differences in memory performance are no more pronounced than the differences in the language or speed and attention domains. If we are to assume that a majority of these subjects are in the preclinical stages of AD, the results support the notion that AD is preceded by impairment in multiple cognitive domains.
The finding that the most clear-cut differences between MCI-norm and MCI-dev were on the episodic memory tests is perhaps not surprising, considering that previous studies have found high T-tau to be associated with poor memory performance (Ivanoiu & Sindic, 2005; Schoonenboom et al., 2005) . The MCI-dev group also consisted of subjects with low Ab42, which would make the differences in the speed0 attention and language domains in accordance with previous studies, in which low Ab42 has been associated with poorer general cognitive function (Ivanoiu & Sindic, 2005; Schoonenboom et al., 2005) . This distinction could, however, not be seen when the CSF group was subclassified into MCI-tau and MCI-Ab, the memory test scores were almost identical. Interestingly, MCI-tauAb performed somewhat worse on the memory tests, on WLM significantly so. It would seem that not one or the other of the biomarkers, but the biomarkers combined, are associated with markedly poor memory performance.
Twenty MCI subjects did not show any cognitive impairment as compared to their age norm. Some of these subjects may well be "healthy worried," but the main explanation probably is that they are better educated (M 5 14.5 years) and consist of a number of subjects with high premorbid cognitive capacity. They experienced cognitive decline but because of their superior capacity were able to compensate for the decline, and still performed at an average level for their age. This is a hypothesis that has been put forward previously (Nordlund et al., 2005; Schmand et al., 1997) . The fact that 10 of these subjects had either high T-tau or low Ab42 concentrations, which indicates degenerative processes in the brain, supports this explanation. These findings, once again, raise the question about the validity of the MCI concept-should the diagnosis of MCI not be based on an assessment of premorbid capacity (Rentz et al., 2004) ?
It may not be considered surprising that two biomarkers associated with AD also are associated with poor cognitive performance in MCI. One novel finding of this study, however, is that on a comprehensive neuropsychological battery there were hardly any differences between subjects with high T-tau and low Ab42. It seems that in MCI both biomarkers are associated with marked general cognitive impairment when compared to MCI subjects with normal biomarker concentrations, and when both markers are present, the cognitive impairment is even more pronounced.
One interesting future avenue for early diagnostics is examining the effect of the combination of CSF biomarkers and APOE4 on cognition. The proportion of APOE4 carriers in the MCI-dev group was almost twice the proportion in the MCI-norm group. APOE4 is a risk factor not only for AD, but for poor cognition in general and the CSF biomarkers are markers for degenerative processes in the brain. That combination certainly is interesting to link to the results on a neuropsychological battery. In fact, work on such an article is already well in progress. One recurring finding in studies on MCI is that a considerable proportion of MCI subjects have "benign" forms of MCI; they either are stationary (i.e., do not progress to dementia) or even improve over time (Bozoki et al., 2001; Guarch et al., 2004; Ritchie et al., 2001 ). More exact diagnostic procedures have been called for (Luis et al., 2003) , and are obviously needed in order to, as early as possible, identify the subjects who are at greatest risk for dementia. This task is urgent but obviously complicated. Considering the neuropsychological differences we have presentedparticularly on the episodic memory tests, between MCInorm and MCI-dev, we believe that many subjects in the MCI-norm group have more benign forms of MCI, or early non-AD forms of neurodegenerative disorders. Although most MCI-dev subjects performed clearly worse than MCInorm on the neuropsychological battery, some did not show any deficits when compared to age norms. In these cases thorough neuropsychological considerations and perhaps tests with better ecological validity are needed. Thus, the combination of CSF analyses and a comprehensive neuropsychological assessment, taking into consideration premorbid capacity, could be a step toward a more exact differential diagnosis of MCI as preliminary AD.
